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Welcome to the fourth in our series of progress
reports on the Employment Scheme in relation to
Mercia Park, a major new high-quality
employment park in North West Leicestershire.

As the DSV buildings near completion and the
Jaguar Land Rover ones are beginning to take
shape we can get a very real sense of the

’

making

‘

place

which is occurring. With the scale of the

numbers of people working on site at the
moment and the DSV buildings fit-out also
beginning to mobilise the end goals and
occupation stage are beginning to come into
view.
SEE LATEST DRONE FOOTAGE

HERE

It is very pleasing therefore to be able to report

’

positive news on the jobs and construction training front. With the Government s relaxation of the Covid restrictions the on-site
training centre is now operational and the first programme of activity has completed

’

–

and this will shortly be followed by the

opening of Winvic s ground breaking Sustainability and Innovation Hub. As you will see from the articles within the report we
have many positive angles to celebrate and a positive story about a very determined woman, Jehan, who came through a preemployment training course at Hinckley Park, stayed with her ambition and who can report landing a temporary and now
permanent role in construction.

Our keen sense of mission over the rest of the summer is to invite training providers and others to come and have a look at the
facilities, with a view to maximising their use from the autumn onwards, with a concerted effort to attract providers who are
serving residents of our Local Impact Area (LIA) - Hinckley & Bosworth, Lichfield, North Warwickshire, North West
Leicestershire, South Derbyshire and Tamworth.

The feature spotlight in this report is on Vocation Training Ltd who have delivered the first on-site programme and who are
demonstrating that good employer links are key to attaining meaningful and positive outcomes for participants

–

their

conversion to paid roles over three years is

IN SUMMARY, MERCIA PARK WILL:

running at over 70%.

We are equally keen, working in partnership
with Winvic, to inspire young people to want to
come into the construction and built
environment sectors so the schools focussed
work is continuing.

Now we have the facilities to safely receive
external visitors to site, we want as many local
people as possible to come and take
advantage of the construction phase of the
project.

David Smith - Planning Director, IM Properties

MORE INFORMATION AVAILABLE VIA THE
HYPERLINKS THROUGHOUT
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Using footage provided by Winvic Construction Ltd and Motionclick, we have
produced the second update video for Mercia Park - "Chapter 2". The video (see
here) is the second in a series that forms part of a continued campaign to educate
around the construction progress on site, alongside our social value and
sustainability commitments and goals.

Alongside our wider sustainability ambitions for Mercia Park and future
developments, our desire is to create a positive lasting legacy through our work
with the community and by working hard to create a high quality employment
environment. Progress made since the first Mercia Park update video and the last
Employment and Skills report supports these efforts. On site progress continues
to steam ahead; more community projects have received funding, some of which
we have revisited to find out more about the positive impact the funding has
made to their respective communities; and sustainability and delivering Net Zero
in construction continues to be the focus.
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PROGRESS UPDATE
The easing of Covid restrictions has enabled us to pilot on-site training for job seekers in the period and press-on with plans for
the Sustainability and Innovation Hub. The new facilities are available for local schools and training providers and they are FREE
to use

–

and we are keen that they do get used over the next 10 months or so whilst the facilities are here. We also want to

ensure all parts of the Local Impact Area are able to hear about and visualise the learning potential offered by the on-site
training facilities

–

and the best way to do that we feel is to come and see! They can be used by staff for CPD, by existing student

groups already on courses and we hope some new training programmes for the unemployed linked directly to opportunities at
the site and with our supply chain partners.

Our contact officers for the six Local Authorities have already had a meeting at the site (18 August) and are enthused by what
they have seen. Louise Stolz, Employment and Skills Officer Southern Staffordshire (Tamworth Borough Council) said:

”

“

It was

lovely to meet you yesterday and great to get to see Mercia Park, it is amazing. What a fantastic site!

And on this theme, two OPEN DAYS have been made available for LIA schools, colleges and training providers (by
arrangement)

–

Wednesday 25 August and Wednesday 1 September

–

and we hope to be welcoming as many people as

possible. This will be an activity we will repeat later in the year.

ONSITE TRAINING FACILITY NOW LIVE
The Mercia Park

‘

’

Future of Construction

Training centre

comprises an onsite construction training facility with
practical outdoor space, which is not only available for Winvic
and its breadth of subcontractors to use, but also colleges,
universities and specialist training providers. The onsite

’

training facility welcomed it s first learners in July with an
inaugural vocational course facilitated by traffic management
training specialist Vocation Training Ltd with support to
deliver technical qualifications from Up To Speed Training
and Assessment, and practical assessments from TSM, who

’

is one of Winvic s traffic management subcontractors.

Seven participants undertook training to gain knowledge
of traffic management and to become competent members

IMAGE FROM THE FIRST TRAINING SESSION HELD AT THE ONSITE TRAINING
FACILITY BY VOCATION TRAINING LTD

of a temporary traffic management team. This included two
weeks of sector-based learning, covering

‘

Safety at Street

’

Works and Road Works: A Code of Practice , practical setting out exercises, gaining TTMBC, Manual Handling, T1/T2
qualifications and undertaking work trials in the industry. The participants were trained over a four-week period and all seven
impressed, so much so that they were ALL offered employment with various traffic management contractors at the end of the
course and were awarded a trainee operative qualification in sector scheme 12b and 12d. One of the positions
Operative role accepted by Anthony Land

–

–

a Trainee

is with TSM at Mercia Park.

WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION - JEHAN GOMES-LUIS

North Warwickshire and South Leicestershire College,

“In

one way it’s still hard to believe that

working in partnership with IM Properties and Winvic

a three-week training course through
attending a jobs fair has really led me to
a complete career change, a stable job

Construction Ltd created a Sector-Based Work Academy,
delivering fast-track training programmes and providing job

in an area I was interested in AND that

seekers with the skills they require to take on roles in

it’s with a successful and supportive

construction. This training helped to meet the requirements

company. When organisations like

of an Employment and Skills charter designed to ensure that

Winvic and IM Properties talk about
leaving legacies in communities and

’

local people benefit from the success of IM Properties
Hinckley Park development.

making a difference locally, I can say
from experience that lives really can be
transformed.”

In June 2019, Jehan Gomes-Luis began the pilot course as
the only female out of 21 candidates taking part. During the 3

Jehan Gomes-Luis,

week course, Jehan achieved: Construction Skills
Assistant Health and Safety Adviser,
Winvic

Certification Scheme qualification; City and Guilds Level 1 in
Health and Safety; and CSCS card.

After expressing an interest in the health and safety aspect of the training, in November 2020 Jehan was invited back to
Hinckley Park and recruited by Winvic as a COVID Marshall; during this time Jehan also undertook the Site Management Safety
Training Scheme course in January 2021.

Although a temporary role due to end in August 2021, a full time, permanent role became available at Mercia Park which

’

Jehan s skills, passion and enthusiasm illustrated that she was the right woman for

–

she is now Assistant Health and Safety

Adviser! She has already undertaken her Fire Marshall and Fire Co-ordinator Training and is about to embark on First Aid
Training and NEBOSH.

SUPPORTING SCHOOLS
Construction Virtual Insight Day
Further to supporting the Leicester and Leicestershire Enterprise Partnership (LLEP)
by making the World of Work Construction Film we are supporting their roll-out of the suite
of films into practical use amongst Leicestershire’s schools. We have also supported
neighbouring LEP’s to hear and learn about the films from the LLEP so that good practice can
be cascaded. Working with Speakers for Schools, a national education charity, on Thursday
8th July, Winvic in partnership with IM Properties held their first Virtual Construction Insight
Day which was linked to Mercia Park, inspiring students into the world of construction.

The insight day was open to students across the UK, where schools and colleges close to the
Mercia Park development were targeted. In total, 58 students from within the LIA and WIA
signed up to the event from 3 schools; 28 students from Bosworth Academy located within
Hinckley and Bosworth in the LIA, 10 students from Heath Lane Academy within Hinckley and
Bosworth in the LIA and 20 students from Nuneaton Academy within the WIA. A further
13 students signed up to the event from elsewhere in the UK.

The session was delivered virtually on Google Classrooms where the students and teachers heard all about IM Properties,
Winvic, the Mercia Park project and were talked through the lifecycle of a project showing different stages through our drone
and timelapse footage. They were then given an insight into different careers within the industry including Design, Construction
Management, Marketing and Social Value, Quantity Surveying and heard from our Year In Industry students. The last session of
the day was all about Sustainability, Innovation and how technology is used in construction, showcasing BIM, Virtual Reality and
the innovation ideas being developed. Following on from the Insight Day, the schools will be invited to visit Mercia Park to see
what they have been shown on the session in real life and also to see the Sustainability and Innovation Hub to see how
technology is used in construction.

The session was fantastic to host and inspire the students into considering a career within construction. Feedback was that the
students enjoyed the event and found it really informative. Another virtual session will be held in the Autumn.

Supporting the development of local L2 Groundwork Apprenticeships
Stephenson College (the SMB Group) have taken up the mantle of seeking to develop
locally delivered Groundworker Apprenticeships and IMP and Winvic supported a
virtual Employer Forum event, organised by the College, on 15 June to test the
appetite for these qualifications for workers in the industry. Also supported by CITB
locally, there is some hope the idea can be taken forward and new provision brought
through during this new academic year.

If you are an employer interested to hear more, please contact:

Debbie Keegan, Director of Employers, Partners and Employability, SMB Group
dkeegan@smbgroup.ac.uk.

STUDENT SITE VISIT

– USAAMAH KHAN

A first year quantity surveying student
from Birmingham City University,
Usaamah Khan, visited the site on
Wednesday 4 August. One of the
Building Birmingham Scholarship
students, sponsored by IM Properties,
Usaamah had never been to a live site before. He said:

“Today

was great, I really enjoyed it. I learnt how to manage risk

in a cost-effective manner on a site that is worth over 300 million
pounds. The timings and sequencing of processes to get
efficiencies once you are on site was something I hadn’t
appreciated before.”

PICTURED L TO R IS CURRENT WINVIC YEAR IN INDUSTRY PLACEMENT STUDENT CHARLIE NEAL,
WITH USAAMAH KHAN, BBS STUDENT, GEORGE JOHNSON, FORMER WINVIC YII PLACEMENT

SUSTAINABILITY AND INNOVATION HUB
As featured in the last report, the main contractor Winvic is
working with its supply chain partners to bring a
Sustainability & Innovation Hub (SIH) to Mercia Park
providing an exciting dedicated area to showcase the

’

development s sustainability credentials and a

’

demonstration area for digital advancements. The hub s
green credentials include sustainable cabins, PVs for
electricity, low flow taps, flow restrictors, waterless urinals
and rainwater harvesting. Innovative features include a BIM
CAVE with a screen for Virtual Reality (VR) 3D model
viewing, an interactive meeting room and training space. The
SIH will aid the design process in a real-time scenario by
LATEST SIH CGI COURTESY OF WINVIC

facilitating Design Team meetings and workshops between
Winvic, IM Properties, consultants and suppliers.

This will also be a great learning space for local students and people interested to know more. When it opens in September, the
hub will benefit the local community by facilitating educational visits with schools, colleges and universities, helping to inspire
young people. We will also utilise the classroom space for external training and development activities linked to the onsite preemployment training facility.

The Winvic team at Mercia Park are keen to see what can be achieved with this new facility and keen to welcome learners into
the space. We will promote its usage and brief the Employment and Skills Partnership on how to access the facility at the next
meeting of the group in September.

BUY
BUY LOCAL
LOCAL UPDATE
UPDATE
To date across the Mercia Park development, a total of £4.5m has been spent within the LIA and £42.8m within the WIA. On the
infrastructure contract, £2.2m has been spent within the LIA and £16.2 within the WIA. On DSV, £2m has been spent within the
LIA and £13.8m within the WIA. Since the last progress report, the works on Jaguar Land Rover are now well underway, where a
total of £378k has been spent locally to date, with an additional £12.8m spent within the WIA.

SPOTLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT ON...
ON...

VOCATION
VOCATION TRAINING
TRAINING LTD
LTD

Vocation Training Ltd has been running for four years and is gaining an enviable reputation for getting
results. Started by Helen Madden (pictured), who wanted a business that would

‘

’

get on with it , she is

managing to make it easy for employers to find the right people. Based in the Black Country but operating
across the West Midlands in communities as needed, Vocation Training are using their experience with
other Welfare to Work and training providers to deliver employability training with an employer lead focus.

As a CITB Approved Training Organisation they are specialising in construction, in particular, traffic
management training, with employer links right across the West and East Midlands

–

to date 80% of

participants start employment following training. They have recently run the first on-site training course at
Mercia Park and the 7 learners who attended the training have all obtained jobs

Asked why Vocation Training is different Helen said:

–

a fantastic result.

“

At Vocation Training we believe that opportunities

should be available to all. Every individual is just that, individual. We pride ourselves in being able to move
people closer towards their goal by enhancing their existing skills whilst developing new ones too. We also
offer a free and tailored recruitment service to our employers and ensure that all of our participants are
trained and matched appropriately. By understanding the core needs and wants of both our employers and
participants we are able to match people successfully and place them in sustained work. We offer
WWW.VOCATIONTRAINING.CO.UK

guaranteed interviews with work experience for live vacancies. We are a fast moving company with

”

excellent partnerships, that is why we are successful in what we do.

David Smith, Planning Director at IM Properties said:

’

“

We are very pleased the on-site training facility is up-and-running after all the

restrictions and I m very pleased Helen and her team have been able to get us off to such a great start. There is no doubt that providing a
focussed programme of activity based on conversations with employers to meet their entry-level requirements is what is needed

”

–

that

plus the matching to job opportunities as the course comes to an end. A 100% success rate, speaks for itself!

Another Traffic Management Operatives course will be delivered at Mercia Park in October 2021, so if you know anyone who may be
interested, please look out for the promotional material which will be distributed beforehand.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

KEY

247

LEARNERS TRAINED SINCE
2019

For Vocation Training contact:
Helen Madden, Director
07943 785468

STATS

70%

SUCCESS RATE

helen.madden@vocationtraining.co.uk

COMMUNITY MATTERS
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To date, 30 projects have been supported by the Mercia Park Commuity Fund and

projects that have received funding to find out how receiving the grant has helped:
Coneyberry Millenium Green Trust, In The Pink and Orchard Allotment Society.
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the total amount awarded so far is £132,218. We recently visited some community
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reported, including an update on the Employment Scheme.
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during which key aspects of the project development and progress will be
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The Community Liaison Group is set to have it's fourth meeting this Autumn,

E
R

The deadline for the next round of applications was 6th August 2021 and the panel
is set to meet in September to review applications for funding from local charitable
or voluntary groups with a view to strengthening local communities and
supporting projects that can improve the natural environment. An update on the
outcome of these applications will be provided in the next report.

MERCIA PARK
COMMUNITY FUND
WEBSITE

LOOKING FORWARD

OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL UPDATE
UPDATE
Following Practical Completion at the end of August Winvic hand the buildings over and DSV will continue their Fit Out
ready for occupation. It is anticipated the first occupation from a delivery and operational perspective will be in October
2021, this will be staggered over a number of weeks including a phased move of contracts as they are brought to site over a
number of months. Initially relocating staff from their three existing sites to the new DSV Midlands Regional Hub, the job
numbers will grow steadily

–

and with the goal in due course of expansion as business permits. With a new flagship site for

their UK operation and purpose-built logistics campus this is a very exciting time for the business.

DSV are currently agreeing their Employment
Scheme (Occupation Phase) with North West
Leicestershire District Council and we are
seeking to ensure a smooth transition
between the stages. With that in mind we will
be inviting DSV to attend the next meeting of
the Mercia Park Employment and Skills
Partnership, or set up a special meeting of the
ESP for the purpose.

DSV BUILDINGS, AUGUST 2021, LOOKING BACK TOWARDS THE WINVIC SITE COMPOUND AND TRAINING
CENTRE

NEED MORE DETAIL?

If you wish to know more about IM Properties, the Mercia

Alternatively contact:

Park project or the world of construction, please see the

David Smith

following links:

david.smith@improperties.co.uk

www.improperties.co.uk

Steve Farr

www.goconstruct.org
www.merciaparkconstruction.co.uk

steve.lec@outlook.com

